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A COLLECTION
OF THE MOST
CELEBRATED WALTZES,
COMPOSED BY
BEETHOVEN,
ARRANGED FOR
Two Performers on the Pianoforte,
AND INSCRIBED TO
MISS AND MISS SARAH PALMER,
BY
WILLIAM HUTCHINS CALLCOTT.


London:
PRINTED AND SOLD BY LONSDALE AND MILLS,
140, NEW BOND STREET;
WHERE MAY BE HAD
A Collection of Waltzes (including several arranged expressly for this Edition) for One Performer, by Beethoven, 7s. 6d. 
Sets 1, 2, and 3..........................................................each 3s. 0
Quadrilles sur des Motifs tirés des Œuvres de Beethoven, for Two Performers........................................3s. 0
Ditto............................................................Hommel .....................ditto ........................................3s. 0
SECONDO.